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Each and every alphabet
in this magazine is due
to the efforts of entire
SSCHM Team Few names
are printed, few are not;
but the bond between all
of us, which developed
during the compilation of
VIBGYOR-2022, can be felt
and enjoyed for ever.
Special Thanks to
Meghana Graphics, 11-5-398/2,
Red Hills, Lakdikapul, Hyderabad-500004, for their valuable
inputs in giving this magazine
it’s final look.
DISCLAIMER

Utmost care has been taken in scrutinizing the editorial contents of the VIBGYOR
annual update, before going to press. However, the editor and publisher shall not be
held directly responsible for any inadvertent
misrepresentation of fact/facts or misprints,
which may occur despite our best efforts.
EDITOR

The VIBGYOR annual update is published
and printed by Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management.

Welcome to the 21st edition of the annual
magazine VIBGYOR of Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management. We are indeed
proud and exuberant to acclaim that we
are ready with all new hopes and hues to
bring out the issue, which is going to surely
unfold the unraveled world of the most
unforgettable and precious moments of
the college.
The magazine is to be viewed as a launchpad
for the student’s creative urges to blossom
naturally. The enthusiastic participation
of our students are indubitably sufficient
to hold the interest and admiration of the
readers. This souvenir is indeed a pious
attempt to make our student’s talents give
shape to their creativity and learn the art
of being.
We are sure that the positive attitude, hard
work, sustained efforts and innovative
ideas exhibited by our students will surely
stir the mind of the readers and take the
joy and pleasure. We have put in relentless
efforts to bring excellence to this treasure
trove.
The magazine also espouses the college
spirit which is built up within the college
through collective actions, thoughts and
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aspirations. All these, we believe would
spur higher growth and enterprise in
students. It gives us immense pleasure to
ensure that this magazine has successfully
accomplished its objective.
This herculean task of editing this
college magazine would not have been
possible without the sincere support of
the members of the Editorial Board. We
are thankful to all the colleagues who
directly or indirectly were part of magazine
development process.
We are truly thankful to our respected
Management and Principal for entrusting
us with the responsibility of editing. I take
this opportunity to thank all the dignitaries
for sparing their valuable time to send
their best wishes for the magazine in the
form of ‘Messages’. We heartily wish all
the readers our best wishes and hope this
souvenir will enjoy your critical acclaim
and prove itself to play a vital role in the
all-around development of the students.

Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Narendra Valaboju,
Principal

N. Vamsi Krishna,
Student Co-ordinator

Editor
Chef Chandrashekar,
Head of the Department

Copy Editor
Ms. Sai Priya,
FO Dept. In-Charge

B. Pavan Kumar,
Student Co-ordinator

B. Alekhya,
Student Co-ordinator
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Department Editor
Ms. Preeti Bhutada,
Lecturer

N. Thanay Raju,
Student Co-ordinator

Dear Students & Colleagues,

Chairman’s

I trust all of you are Safe & Happy.
The past two academic years have been extraordinary
and challenging on account of the pandemic Covid
19.

Message

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected all levels of
educational systems worldwide. The pandemic devastated the entire world including India adversely affecting the economies and the way we live. It is now
time to come out of this challenging situation and
move forward on a positive note.
The COVID-19 crisis has presented an opportunity
to rethink the deep-rooted classroom mode of education and underscored the significance of online learning. It probably resulted in various stakeholders collaborating and assessing the gaps and shortcomings
in the conventional model. The COVID-19 pandemic
may be just the ‘tipping point’ for a change in the Indian education system.
Though the travel and tourism industry came under
Covid 2.0 attack and suffered in the first half of FY
2021-2022, it witnessed a faster-than-expected ramp
up in second half of FY 2021-2022 due to lower restrictions, increasing pace of vaccination and pentup demand, all of which resulted in what’s popularly
termed as revenge travel.
This is good news and I trust everything gets well
soon, leaving the pandemic behind. The travel and
tourism industry is picking up fast and it augurs well
for you dear students.
I send my best wishes to all of you dear students and
big thanks to our Staff, Faculty, Principal, Director
and Executive Director. I very much appreciate the
contribution and efforts being put in by all our team
members. Despite the present extraordinary times, I
am sure together we can move forward to achieve our
objectives.
With best regards,

OSMANIA UNIVERSITY

Prof. D. RAVINDER
Vice-Chancellor

Hyderabad-500 007, Telengana.
Estd. 1917

Reaccredited by NAAC with ‘A+’ Grade
University with potential for Excellence
Category – I Graded Autonomy by UGC

MESSAGE
I am happy to learn that Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management, Hyderabad
is bringing out the Annual College Magazine
captioned as “VIBGYOR – 2022”.
I compliment the Management,
Principal, Faculty, Staff and students of the
College for their initiative in this regard. It is
a fine tradition that you are maintaining over
the years. Annual College Magazine will
provide all the information about academics,
events and achievements of the college. It also
serves as a database and useful publication
for the academic fraternity.
I am delighted to know that the college
has completed 29 years of dedicated service in
the cause of hotel management education. The
Hotel Management & Hospitality Education
and Training are the emerging areas with lot
of potential and promising future. There have
been substantial increase in the enrolment
in this discipline in the recent years. The
cutting edge elements in the curriculum has
provided number of opportunities for the
young students to sustain themselves and
make progress in this competitive world.
I wish your endeavors all success.
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D.V. MANOHAR

Tel. (O) : +91-40-27098048/088
: +91-40-27682364/221
Email : vc@osmania.ac.in
: vcosmania@gmail.com
: prof.dravinder@gmail.com

[PROF. D. RAVINDER]
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

University College of Science
Osmania University, Hyderabad-500 007, TS, India.

Dr. Manjula Bhanoori, Ph.D.,
			 Associate Professor

Email: bhanoorim@yahoo.co.in
Chairperson, Board of Studies Biochemistry and Nutrition
Cell: 00-91-9989661469
Fellow, Telangana Academy of Sciences (FTAS)

Hearty congratulations to all of you on this
happy occasion of the 28th annual day !!

Executive Director’s
Message

There is tremendous excitement in the air
and there is a lot to look forward to in the
hospitality industry this year. Globally India is
viewed as a nation of job creators. Becoming
an entrepreneur rather than finding the job,
must be the ultimate aspiration of young
professionals. The collective impact by the
youth will be huge. You have chosen an
exciting academic course line, wherein, even
with the digital advancement, the human
touch plays a very important role.

I am glad to know that Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management is bringing out an annual
college magazine VIBGYOR-2022 which
is a laudable effort on the part of college
management as it provides an opportunity to
showcase the creative talent of students, faculty
and other staff of the college. Creativity is an
important dimension to human life and in the
current times of competition, it proves to be a
strength of immense value in excelling in what
one does in professional and personal life. Its
value and relevance is even more profound
in an industry like hospitality management. I
strongly believe this particular industry and
this institution can be an ambassador of our
culture, traditions and behavioural etiquette
between different regions of our country as well
as to the rest of the world. Being an institution of
repute and influence in this sphere, the college
is playing an important role in building careers
and lives of so many young who hold the future
of this country. I wish the management, the
faculty and students of this great college for a
bright and successful future.

Education is a responsibility that society owns
to itself. “ WE EDUCATE. WE TOUCH THE
FUTURE.”
As they say; the function of leadership is to
produce more leaders not more followers.
Shaktiites are here to lead!
I appreciate the efforts of the Principal, faculty
and the staff in providing platforms for
conducting events, along with the academics
for the students to come at par with the
industry standard and changing trends. The
non teaching support staff too has shown the
commitment towards student’s excellence.
I thank the Chairman, the Director and the
Governing body for giving me all the support
and encouragement in the endeavor for
quality education.

‘Vision backed by Industriousness, Boldness
and Generosity Yields Overwhelmingly
Roaring success’- VIBGYOR- SSCHM- May
vibrant and colorful success be yours!!

Wish you all the best!!...

(Dr. Manjula Bhanoori)
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Satya Pinjala
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It gives me immense pleasure that Shri Shakti

Director’s

College of Hotel Management is bringing
out its Annual Magazine VIBGYOR– 2022.
Adapting to the new normal, the college has

Message

done extremely well in all aspects. The college
has been striving for excellence and making
steady progress and continues to carry forward

It is privilege to write few words for our 21st release of
our college magazine “VIBGYOR”. Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management and Catering Technology (SSCHM)
established in the year 1993 with motto of promoting
hospitality education and churning professionals every
year for the industry requirements. The management
support, contribution of past principals, staff and
industry support has helped in achieving the name
as most reputed and finest hotel management college
located in Hyderabad. The students joined in this college
from different parts of India to make a cosmopolitan
culture here. We are happy to say, our strong alumni of
3000 plus students spread across the globe and proud
to be connected with them for their support and ideas.

From the Desk of the

Principal’s

the proud tradition of excellence in all areas of
education.
Success of any project is a result of the untiring

As Swami Vivekananda said “The great secret of true
success, of true happiness, is this: the man or woman
who asks for no return, the perfectly unselfish person, is
the most successful”. The main motto of the education
at this college not just providing professionals but true
leadership qualities within.

efforts of the management, Principal, Staff &
Students. It is very rightly said that together
everyone achieves more and let us once again
rise to the occasion and prove that we are
second to none.

From the time inception of the college in the year 1993,
the college has achieved many accolades in the various
events and competitions. The activities and achievement
of the college and students are showcased here
wonderfully to the world outside. It covers multifaceted
events of the college which shows the talent of the team.
The faculty as a team has organised many activities in the
campus for the students to participate actively and being
mentored to show case the talent. The college provides
commendable platform to the students to discover their
potential and achieve professional goals. The faculty
mentoring helps the students to build confidence and
wholesome character as good human beings for life too.

I would like to place on record my thanks to
the support received from Chairman, Mr. D.V.
Manohar and Executive Director Ms. Satya
Pinjala. I congratulate the Principal, Dr. V.
Narendra Kumar, faculty and the staff of Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management for their
untiring efforts. I wish all and pray that they
achieve highest goals in their lives.
May God Bless All.

On this occasion I take the opportunity to thank the
Chairman, Executive Director and Director for their
invaluable guidance, the Faculty members for their
academic support and our staff for their endless efforts
in achieving goals of the college, and above all the
students for their dedication and passion.

Vidya Rakshathi Rakshitaha
Sarve jana sukhino bhavantu

Yamuna Ranga Rao.

Dr. V. Narendra Kumar
Principal
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COLLEGE ANNUAL REPORT - 2021 - 2022
Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management popularly known
as SSCHM is reckoned as one
of the finest Hospitality Schools
of the country, with students
seeking admissions from all
corners of the country. We are
proud to place on record the
3000 alumni members spread
across the globe, occupying
prestigious positions in reputed
Hotels
and
MNC.SSCHM
boosts confidence and poise
to face this highly challenging
and competitive world. Our
endeavor is to facilitate the
students to occupy a better
place in this modern world at
the same time retain the human
touch.
The academic year started
with a warm welcoming of
theFresher’s with Induction
Ceremony. When the pandemic
hit the world, things became
slow, but this didn’t hinder the
effort put in by our faculty and
the enthusiastic participation of
the students made it a roaring
success.
Our college conducted many
events and programs in which
students took active part and
learnt innovative things.
International Chef’s Day is
a staple at SSCHM, keeping
in mind the ongoing global
pandemic, the celebrations
were restricted to a workshop on
enhancing Plate Presentation
The cake mixing ceremony is
a tradition followed by SSCHM
every year during the Christmas,
guests from prominent hotels,

Akshaya Akruti along with
college Executive Director
have been invited to the ‘Cake
mixing ceremony’. The event is
blend of cheerful celebrations
and also is a great learning
experience for the students.
The Plum cakes were yummy
and sold-out in a jiffy.

the same.

The
new
concept
Gala
brunchwas our New Principal’s
initiative,
where
Training
Managers and Chefs from
Hotels, along side Junior
College Principals were invited.
It was great and successful
event covered by all national
dailies and so was the Women’s
Day Celebration too.
We showcased our extracurricular talent, with the
support of the faculty, by
participating
in
cocktail
competition
conducted
in
the campus. The Telangana
theme lunch as part of “Dekho
Apna Desh” concept was an
instant hit. Our talented team
of students stood first runner
up at the regional level in the
Everest Better Kitchen Culinary
Challenge season-3.

FRONT OFFICE CLUB

PLACEMENT CELL

CHEF CLUB

We would like to conclude
with extending our heartfelt
gratitude to the dedication,
contribution and efforts that
made this edition of VIBGYOR
a roaring success. We would
like to extend our gratitude to
our Principal – Dr. V. Narendra
Kumar, college management,
untiring effort of faculty and
staff for providing us with the
opportunity,
encouragement
and continuous support.

Ms. Sai Priya, Ms. Preeti Bhutada
Haseeb Ansari, K. Sravani,
Jasmin Sultana,
G. Phanindra Babu

Ms. Sai Priya, Mr. Rajaram
N. Vamshi Krishna, B. Alekhya,
CH. Shreya, U. Karthik

Chef MD. Rafi,
N. Sai Krishna, J. Anil Kumar

CULTURAL CLUB

SERVICE CLUB

LITERARY CLUB

We follow the college motto
LEARN, LEAD, INSPIRE.

Ms. Sudhamayee, M. Uma Devi,
M. Naveen

Mr. Vara Prasad, Mr. Rajaram,
P. Naveen Kumar, MD. Shoaib,
B. Adarsh Yadav, P. Rakesh

Ms. Sai Priya, Ms. Preeti Bhutada
B. Sudhanshu, N. Thanay Raju,
M. Navya Sree, S. Srujan

ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB

TECHNICAL CLUB

DISCIPLINARY CLUB

Ms. Sudhamayee, Ms. Mamtha,
N. Saiteja, Pukhraj, M. Rohith,
Shivende Singh

Ms.Nisha Choudhary,
V. Manikanta, B. Pavan Kumar

Chef Nikhil Paul,
M. Rohith, P. Gurucharan,
P. Hareen, A. Vinay

The end of the academic year
is marked by the annual day
celebrations,
which
gives
the students a platform to
showcase their talent. Keeping
up with spirit of not giving
up this year annual day was
celebrated virtually.

Activities and Academics go
hand in hand here. The College
helps each student in exploring
placement
opportunities
for campus recruitment of
students who are in final year
and also for Industrial Training.
Various star properties like Taj,
Accor, Oberoi, ITC, The Park,
Novotel,Le Meridien, Marriott,
Westinand Green Park group N. Vamshi Krishna, College Representative
and so on came on board for B. Alekhya - Asst. College Representative
12

COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES

ROTARACT CLUB
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Mr. Vara Prasad, Chef MD. Rafi
N. Thanay Raju, B. Adarsh Yadav,
CH. Shreya, T. Venkatesh Rao,
M. Rohith

Independence Day Celebrations

INDUCTION CEREMONY

Inauguration of the Induction Day in hybrid mode was presided by Prof. GB Reddy, OU and Mr. Richard
Rajesh, GM – Manasarovar The Fern, they addressed the students by sharing their wisdom with upcoming hoteliers and motivated them to excel. The occasion was graced by Ms. Shalini, HR - The Fern, Ms.
Priya, Asst. L&D Manager, Mercure and Ibis Hi-tech City.
Chairman Mr. D.V Mahohar. Director Mrs. Yamuna Ranga Rao, Executive Director Mrs. Satya Pinjala joined
the event online.

14
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ACHIEVEMENTS

CAKE MIXING
CEREMONY

Our II year students N. Thomas and Ch. Harish
has participated in the Everest Better Kitchen
Culinary Challenge Season 3 for academic
year 2021-22 at Hyderabad organized by
Better Kitchen with host partner Institute of
Hotel Management Catering Technology &
Fruit mixing which preludes Christmas is said to be
a harbinger of good findings and happiness. SSCHM,
celebrated this age-old tradition in the presence of
Director Mrs. Yamuna Ranga Rao, ED- Mrs. Satya Pinjala,
Professor Hayawdana GB member from Osmania
University along with a galaxy of hoteliers from the star
hotels , Rotarians and students. At Shakti, we believe in
joy of giving. The representatives of Ashray - Akruti , a
non-profit organization, for hearing impaired children,
were glad to receive the ceiling fans for their hostels.
The event ended with Christmas carols over the
16 sumptuous spread of hi- tea, finger buffet and more.

Applied Nutrition, Hyderabad on 29 March,
2022. They were adjusted the first runners up
among the 32 teams. The students presented
the theme with Mt. Everest as backdrop to
highlight the hilly terrain cuisine.
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SEE BREEZE

Glimpses of Mocktail competition winning Recipes

I LOVE YOU

Equipment:

Ingredients:
Vodka
Apple juice
Milk
Banana
Mint leaves
Chocolate syrup
Ice Cube

Ingredients:

60ml
60ml
60ml
1nos
for garnish
for garnish

Blender
Blending jar
Brandy Balloon Glass

Method: Blending
B MANIDEEP REDDY
Preparation:
Fill up Brandy Balloon Glass with Ice Cubes
Put ice cubes in Blending jar
Add Banana, vodka, apple juice, milk and blend it well.
Layer the glass with chocolate syrup
Transfer the cocktail into a glass
Garnish with mint leaves

COSMOPOLITAN

Ingredients:
Vodka
Cointreau
Lime juice
Cranberry juice
Lime slice

45ml
15ml
15nos
30ml
for garnish

Vodka
Pineapple juice
Cranberry juice
lemon
Ice Cube

Ingredients:

Shaker

Light Rum
Lime juice
Sugar syrup
Lemon &
ice cube

Cocktail glass

Method: Shaking
Preparation:
Put the ice cubes in the cocktail shaker
Add vodka, cranberry juice, lime juice,
cointreau into the shaker
Shake well
Strain into the Cocktail martini glass
Garnish with lime slice

P. NAVEEN KUMAR
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60ml
40ml
20ml
for garnish

Cocktail Shaker
High ball glass

Method: Shaking
V VILLAS
Preparation:
Fill the high ball glass glass with ice cubes
Add vodka, pineapple juice, cranberry juice with ice in a
shaker and shake it well.
Transfer the cocktail into a glass and garnish with lime
slice

Equipment:
Strainer

Equipment:

DAIQUIRI

Equipment:

45mi
05ml
15ml
for garnish

Cocktail Shaker
Cocktail glass

Method: Shaking
Preparation:
U SWATHI
Fill the cocktail glass with ice cubes
Add light rum, lime juice, sugar syrup with ice into
a shaker and shake it well.
Strain the cocktail into a glass
Garnish with lime slice.
19

ROTRACT CLUB EVENTS

Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management was
established a decade ago with an
aim of bringing students together
in order to provide humanitarian
services, encourage high ethical
standards in all vocations, and
to advance goodwill and peace
around. The Club believes in
‘giving back to society’.
The club started with handful of
members and has attained the
highest membership among the
Rotaract Clubs of twin cities.
We as Rotaractors use core
values, honesty, fairness, building
relationships, adding values in
every meeting of ours.
Being Rotaractors is about the
people we help and we would like
to mention that under the guidance
of Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills,
the Rotaract Club of the college
has organized several successful
community events such as blood

donation to thalassemia patients,
plum cake distribution to students
of Ashray Akruti, dental camp and
eye check-up camps. The orphans
at GHMC Shelter for Urban
Homeless were all in smile when
rotaractors distributed unused
clothes. The club organized an
educational tour to Akshaya Patra
@ Narsingi, Hyderabad.
This year is a proud moment for the
club as its members participated
in Rotaract Inter-District Cricket
tournament which was held in
Mysore. Rtr. Vadla Chandra Kiran
won Man of the Match and Bowler
of the Tournament awards. The
students volunteered for the Stop
India Spitting Campaign organized
by Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills
across twin cities.
In association with Rotary
Club of Jubilee Hills, the club
also organized Rotary Youth
Leadership
Awards
(RYLA)

workshop for its members and
inculcated the rotary’s values of
service and high ethical standards.
The participants learned to work
together to accomplish a task
and build trust. They discovered
strategies for becoming a dynamic
leader whilst having fun and long
lasting friendships. Overall it was
an exciting session of the learning
skills,
project
presentations,
extempore sessions and role
plays.The event concluded with a
well attended valedictory function
and recognition.
In the years to come, it is the
dream of the club to transform
the possibilities and opportunities
into stories of success and
triumph. The club wants to take
forward the same spirit ahead
and will continue to render more
of such services to the society in
the coming years.

“Deeds of Giving are the very Foundations of the World”
Mr. Vara Prasad,
Mr. Rafi
N. Thanay Raju,
B. Adarsh Yadav,
CH. Shreya,
T. Venkatesh Rao,
M. Rohith
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Our rotaractors participated in the ‘Stop
India Spitting’ organized by Rotary Club of
Jubileehills to educate the public about the
disadvantages of spitting in public spaces
and the possibility of spreading diseases.
The ongoing walk with placards and banners
to enlighten the people has attracted many.
The parade started from the Rotary Circle,
continued up to the tank band arch.
Rotary District 3150 Governor Rotarian
Prabhakar, Rotary Jubilee Hills President
Rtn. Suresh Gupta graced the occasion.
The new board of Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management was installed
on 7th October 2021. The chief guest
Rtn K. Prabhakar, Rtn M. H. Prasad, Rtr Manoj
Varanasi, Rtn Suresh Gupta, Rtn K. Ravindra,
Executive Director Rtn Satya Pinjala graced
the occasion and pinned the badges to the
new board members and administered the
oath..

In association with Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills, the club also
organized Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) workshop
for its members and inculcated the rotary’s values of service
and high ethical standards. The participants learned to work
together to accomplish a task and build trust. They discovered
strategies for becoming a dynamic leader whilst having fun
and long lasting friendships. Overall it was an exciting session
of the learning skills, project presentations, extempore
sessions and role plays. The event concluded with a wellattended valedictory function and recognition. Rtn Suresh
Gupta, Rtn Murthy Vadapalli, Rtn Vasant Kumar, Ms. Suma, Ms.
Driti seasoned trainers who took time off from their MNC jobs
and trained the Rotaractors with due diligence. The marked
difference by the end of the session was noticeable.
21

SSCHM Rotaractors participated in End Polio

Rotaractors distributed Plum Cakes @

Rally organised by Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills at

Ashray Akruti School (Hearing Impaired

Peoples Plaza, Necklace Road, Hyderabad. The

Schools) in SR Nagar & Sri Nagar Colony in

Rally was flagged off by Dr. J Venkati, District

Association with Rotary Club Of Jubilee Hills.

Medical and Health Officer, Rtn. K Prabhakar,

Rtn. Mahidhar Suresh, RCJH was present.

District Governor of RID 3150 and Rtn. Suresh
Gupta - President, RCJH.

Rotaract Club of SSCHM conducted a
Dental Screening Programme in liaison

A proud moment for the culb as its

with Clove Dental Clinic for the students

members participated in Rotract Inter

and staff.

District Circket Tournament. Rotract Vadla
Chandrakiran one Man of the Match and
Bowler of the Tournament awards.
Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management
stepped forward yet again for a humanitarian cause. The
Club under the guidance of Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills had
organised a blood donation camp in its sprawling campus
to support the thalassemia affected children. Students and
faculty poured in large numbers for this noble cause. 100
units of blood was donated in this mega drive.

SSCHM Rotaract volunteers at
Rotary International Learning Center
inauguration ceremony. This is the new
wing of RCJH.

SSCHM Rotaractors donating unused
clothes to the Orphans at GHMC Shelter
for Urban Homeless, Begumpet.
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Spiritual and Devotional Journey

WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

Celebrating Vinayaka Chavithi, Saraswathi Pooja, Lakshmi Pooja

At SSCHM, Women’s Day, (8th March) was celebrated with an official theme “Gender
Equality”. Prominent personalities were invited to share their success stories.
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Is being a General Managers or to run a
company the line is “impossible we
do at once and miracles take time”
This Mantra I followed since
1989 after I passed out from
the college.

RENDEZVOUS
WITH
MR. MV GANESH
FIIHM

What
parameters
changed
in
the
industry and how
Hotel management
students
should
adapt according to
the present time.
It’s a very good
q u e s t i o n .
I
believe
every
hotel
management
should focus on
two things first
one, they should
add
courses
on
revenue
management and
they should teach
in the practical
aspect.

COO Radisson Hyderabad
(Manjeera Group
Mr. Ganesh, Chief Operating Officer at
Manjeera Hospitality, brings with him
almost 20 years of domain expertise
in Hospitality Industry having served in
various brands across international and
national locations.
Setting up Turnkey Projects, Systems
design
and
Processes,
Business
Development, Training and Personnel
Development,
Government
Liaison
amongst others. Setting up Hotel units
with the finest standards and products for
a unique Guest delight thus exceeding their
expectations.
Successfully commissioned 7 hotels from
graph board stage, although have done
in the capacity of a General Manager, all
these hotels have been runaway success
stories, in the Indian African, Central Asia
hospitality industry.
He has successfully commissioned 7
hotels from graph board stage, although
have done in the capacity of a General
Manager, all these hotels have been
runaway success stories, in the Indian
African, Central Asia hospitality industry.
At Manjeera Hospitality, Mr. Ganesh is
focusing on creating shareholder value
through strategic asset management
and Building new hotels from concept to
completion.
How do you cherish your school and
college days memories. And how has that

Secondly,
the
colleges should teach
social media apart
from other subjects.
Nowadays people think
that social media means
Facebook and Instagram. It is
beyond that.

helped you in life?
Ans:
Two
people
who made me up one
is Mr.Ravichandran who
taught me principles of
management. Today what I
am he is thought by him long
before. he made me a management
professional. And the second person
who shaped my life is officially the person
who is head of your college Ms. Yamuna
Ranga Rao. I consider and treat her as my
mother day one.
How was your interaction with SHRI SHAKTI
COLLEGE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT?
Ans: I refer to Shakti College when I met
your chairman, Mr. Manohar Garu, way
back in 1994-, when India was facing a
cooking gas crisis and he launched Shakti
gas at the time. I was part of the team
organising the launch party of Shakti gas
in Carlton hotel. I was the youngest F&B
manager at that time. I had a good memory
of 3 days where I could spend time with Mr.
Manohar which I can remember for a long
time. I could understand at that time how
gas comes in the containers and filled in
the cylinders. This was part learning at that
time.
Who are the most important people in
your life as far as professional carrier is
concerned?
Ans: I have come across two important
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A real hotelier with social media
skills can boom the situation in this
regard.

people in my life one is Madam
Yamuna Ranga Rao. Today whatever I
am wherever I am and my everything
acclaimedis dedicated to her.
The second person whom I adore is
Mr. Ravi Chandran, maybe the younger
generation may not know him I think
DrNarender may know him, as he thought
as principles of management and he
articulated all the management lessons
which I am using at this moment.
The knowledge that is shared in stand
for London school of business is World
school of business everything is told by
him in 1984 to 1987 time which is on a
par equal to today’s lectures.
What is the success mantra to you for
your success?
Ans: Everybody has walked the way hard
and everybody has struggled which kept
me strong to make me CEO of a company.

I want to share one example, in corona
time when the hotels hadstoped working
and when the time came to accommodate
the corona Quarantine patients we could
able to communicate to all the people
who were needy through social media.
With social media skills, we could improve
our occupancy and makeyourself selfsufficient at the time of Storm
Sir, please share your valuable message
for budding hoteliers at Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management.
The budding students should acquire
more than academic skills. They need to
be self-reliant, face competition and face
real-time challenges to keep updated with
the new technology. Any hotelier should
be smart according tothe changing times
and diplomacy also contribute to the
personality
What’s your take on Hotel business Pre
and Post Covid times?
Ans: There is a lot of effect in the industry
during and post-pandemic. The industry

has learned new heights to face the
challenges. A lot of hotel staff to my
knowledge have left the job and joined as a
Swiggy or Zomato delivery boys to sustain
during a pandemic.
The hotel industry is affected more, but
one thing which drives as is the passion
and not the salary. there are mny success
stories to tell - Akshay Kumar who was the
waiter could become a Bollywood hero and
Govinda who was a steward in Taj could
become star and MP.
Finally, I want to say that the passion-driven
industry can sustain in pandemic
Who is your Role model in this field and
Why? What steps are to be adhered to
maintain strong Employer and Employee
Relations?
My usual timings begin as a CEO to be
in touch with the general manager to
understand their challenges and shortfalls
so that the operations go on smoothly
One more main job is to closely work with
the sales and marketing team and be in
advance with all the opportunities so that
we never miss at least one room for the
day.
In recent times handling finance in relation
to the recovery phase of a pandemic is
pretty challenging and with the support of
general managers and we are finishing it
very efficiently.
One more activity that makes me busy is to
be up to date as a hotel on the social media
Sir, Kindly share the winning movements
and setbacks of you in your role?
Ans: I just said before that my success
mantra is I said before, impossible we do
once miracles take time.
If anybody is telling me that it is impossible
I will take it as a challenge and I’ll make it
impossible possible. If it is miracle I leave it
to God to make it happen. And impossible
to make it happen.
I’ll share two examples in this regard.
After the pandemic the hotels are allowed
to open up slowly and there were no
travellers we open the hotels and there is
no guests, and we actually running empty
houses and we could not accommodate
the funds to pay the electricity bills, at this
time I took a call and the owners were very
supporting you at that moment, we decided
to open all over hotels and take the corona
patients Quarantine to stay.
We are the first hotel to take corona
Quarantine patients stay in India.
This could happen only through social
media we don’t have any other marketing
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channels at that moment. In 48 hours
from the time we decide we could be able
to fill the rooms with the corona positive
patients for their Quarantine time.
We should be the government and all
our hotels by the hospitals with position
ambulance closed by for emergencies.
This is a success where we could show the
people who are in need and made business
in the tough Time.
The setback is
After this, we started a campaign for
vaccination stay through social media.
In one hour time of the campaign, we got
approximately 9500 orders which has a
value of 3000.
In the second hour, somebody tagged this
ad to Arvind Kejriwal, stating that India is
suffering from a shortage of vaccinations
and hotels are busy doing their business.
Same messages treated to Prime
Minister’s Office.
Then Government of India ordered to stop
this campaign.
Then we write a letter to Prime Minister’s
Office, then he was very generous to allow
secretaries to discuss this issue.
With this act, we were not actually
making money we were familiarising the
vaccination drive among the people with
the support of hotel stay and support
from the nearby hospitals. At that moment
people who are worried about the effects
of vaccination and we are making familiar
with the vaccination drive.
Event Russian govt has given a package of
vaccination tourism so that people can fly
to Russia take the Sputnik vaccination and
fly back to India for two and a half lakhs.
If they can do that, we are doing it at a very
economical rate with a social class.
So we are also corona warriors are part of
keeping business aside.
I had a plan to make wind situation to
everybody but unfortunately, we are under
a dark shadow.
When we are dealing with corona patients
we are provided effective protective gear,
vaccinated to the earliest so that all the
staff are secure during the service of
patients.
There are winning situations and setback
situations in life.
The setback does not mean going down it
is an opportunity to climb up.
I believe in that
Thank you

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students – Section 1

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students – Section 3

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students – Section 2

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with First Year Students – Section 1
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Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students – Section 3

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with First Year Students – Section 2

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
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TEACHERS
DAY
All the students of SSCHM
have organized an event on
the occasion of the Teachers
Day which is also known as

Director, Executive Director, Principal, HOD
with Administrative Department

the birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. The event
was held at Sapphire hall.
The program started with a
group of students performing
parody on all lecturers. All
the teachers were felicitated
with a plant with theme of
sustainability. In the end,
the students thanked all the
teachers for imparting great
education.

Director, Executive Director, Principal
with Administrative Department and Supporting Staff
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GUEST LECTURES

WORKSHOPS

Ms. Priya, Asst. Learning &
Development Manager, Mercure & Ibis
Hi-tech City was at SSCHM for a Guest
Lecture.
As it is high time for campus
placement there was a lecture on
better preparation for placement.
Before giving tips and suggestions
for successfully performing in an
interview, Ms. Priya spoke about the
current demand for hotel management
graduates in the industry today. She
said “It is absolutely necessary for
everyone to carve a distinct place
for oneself in this highly competitive industry”. The talent and skills should not be restricted only to the
domain area knowledge but one should also be a multi-tasker.The interaction with the students led to
further discussions on the subject.

“We eat with our eyes first” - Apicius (Apicius: 1st
century AD recipe manuscript from Rome). The visual
sensation of a dish is as important as its flavour.
Keeping this in mind, on the occasion of International
Chef’s day, “Platonics”- a plate presentation workshop
was organized at Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management.
Presentation in the culinary sense refers to the
balance, contrast, and visual impact of a plate of food.
The workshop by Chef Prithviraj has emphasized on
the techniques of plate composition. An appetizing
plate of food that smells delicious, looks as good as
it smells, and clearly demonstrates proper cooking.
The budding chefs of SSCHM have tried and tested
their hands at the plate presentation activity with
enthusiasm and zeal.

The accor team at
SSCHM where present
to speak about
the ‘Accor take-off
challenge’.

Presentation by
Paradise group on
QSR service and
expansion of the
group in this field.
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Webinar

Restaurant Ergonomics

The speaker, Ms. Shraddha Halkude, Head of Service Operations, Hemanth Oberoi Hospitality,
enlightened the budding managers on “Restaurant Ergonomics.” She shared her own experience
of opening a restaurant with students. To be precise, she highlighted on market analysis, selection
of location, licenses required and capex..etc

THEME LUNCH
Telangana the state of Royal
Nizams and as well as that
of rural farmers lies in the
Deccan Plateau of India
and has the essence of
river Krishna and Godavari
nurturing it. The students of
Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management have celebrated
the glory of the state in the
form of “Telangana Theme
Lunch” held in the college. The event was
graced by a bevy of prominent hoteliers from Star
hotels like ITC, Taj, Marigold, Mercure, Kinara Grand,
cloud dining, and so on. We also had the members
of Osmania University and college dignitaries of Shri
Shakti Educational Society. During the lunch the mood
was elevated by the customary traditional Telangana
folk dance Batukamma by the staff.

As social life is getting on to the track and things are
back to normal today the students and lecturers of
Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management, organised
the Gala Brunch in its premises.
The menu spread consisted of starters from English
cuisine, choice of juices, ice creams, some traditional
meals, breads, croissants, rolls and assorted
desserts.
A live counter added a flair to the great dining
experience.
The occasion was graced by prominent hoteliers
from Taj Group, Hotel Mercure, Hotel
Marigold.
The college also hosted the Principals
from Junior colleges in the twin cities
and organization associates.
All were welcomed by college Principal
Dr. V. Narendra, in the presence of
college director Mrs. Yamuna Ranga
Rao, Board member Mr. Ravi Pinjala,
students and staff.
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HERBS IN POTS

IKEBANA

JAPANESE FLOWER ARRENGEMENT
The word Ikebana means ‘making flowers
live’ in Japaneese. They are symbolic
representation of

harmony which exists

between earth and eternal life. In each
arrangement, there is an imaginary triangle
‐Heaven, Man and Earth are represented by
means of three main branches.
Students had hands on experience with
ancient Japanese cultural art of flower
design, Ikebana.
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Environmental committee of Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management, under leadership of
respected Principal Dr. V. Narendra Kumar, along
with dedicated faculty and students, initiated a
herbal garden, “petite jardin d’herbs”.
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TRAVEL TO
LEARN

Hotel & Bulk Kitchen Visits

As part of Travel to Learn the students were taken to visit
Marriott, Hyderabad and Akshaya Patra (Bulk Kitchen) on
different days.

Some are born to spread their wings,
and others to spread their roots.

Laundry field visit for 3rd semister students was
organised - to give students real time functioning
procedures of OPL (On Premises Laundry). Students
were taken to Marriott Hotel & Convention Centre,
Hyderabad for Linen & Laundry Unit . The visit
was facilitated by Mr. Nimish -Assistant Executive
Housekeeper of Marriott Hotel. Marriot Hotel &
Convention Centre laundry is well equipped with
high-tech industrial washers, driers and pressing
equipments. The students were taken around the
laundry to shown the operations of the different heavy
machinery.

Prakash H Gianchandani
Mobile: +91-98490 12410

Mohit P. Gianchandani
Mobile: +91-96523 00591

2-4-472/3/C, 1st Floor, Nallagutta, Ramgopalpet, Secunderabad - 500 003.
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CHEESE PLATTER

UGADI FESTIVE LUNCH

SORBET
PRESENTATION

GLIMPSES OF COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

Robot Idili Machine

While Chandrashekaran, the co-founder and Chief Product Officer has studied product designing
at IIT-Mumbai and counts the likes of Wipro and Skanray Technologies as his clients, Hiremath is
a computer science engineer who has worked with large technology corporations such as Cisco
in the US before returning to India to set up his own tech company.
“It was the incident with a child craving, which was the initial trigger, but it was sealed when on
a road trip together when we were served stale, rock-hard idlis,” says Chandrashekaran.Initially,
what started as a side project in January 2019 for the friends, took on a life of its own as they
studied the market gap and how to address it. From structurally designing it with food grade, rustproof steel, with an emphasis of ease of use, Suresh says the plan from day one was on ensuring
that the “idlis had nice texture, would be fresh and hot, as well as taste awesome”.
Given his product design expertise, Suresh decided that the idlibots must cook, pack, dispense and
self-maintain to a very large extent with very minimal human intervention. Currently the idlibots
can churn out 72 idlis in 10 minutes and the batter in the first drum can hold 5.5 liters
for making 350 idlis.
There are two such drums in each idlibot before the batter needs to be filled in
again. Also, currently each idlibot can make four types of idlis, from podi, piripiri,
Italian herbs to chocolate. Realizing that idlis are not eaten alone, an accompanying
bot dispenses hot rasam or sambar and chutney.
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B. Alekhya
BHMCT – Third Year

Desi Health Drinks

Inspirational and Motivational Story
One beautiful winter morning, when the sun was
fairly up in the sky, a little boy reached on a grocery
shop having telephone booth in it. He saw a soda
carton; he reached to the carton and pulled it near
the telephone booth. Then, he climbed onto the
carton so that he could reach the buttons on the
phone and proceeded to punch in ten digits (mobile
numbers).

We tend to acquire more nutrition from healthy drinks in our modern lifestyle, but we hardly check the
ingredient list of those so-called health drinks available in the market. Companies are making products
with many preservatives, artificial sugars and other chemicals just to make some profits, and we are
buying unknowingly because of the lack of scepticism. Why buy these unhealthy drinks when we have the
healthiest alternative available around us? Let’s look at some of the homemade health drink options that
are tasty and offer numerous health benefits and that too without harming pocket.

The store-owner observed and curiously listened to
the conversation the boy had.

1.

Lassi from Punjab: The humble lassi is a tall glass of goodness that everyone needs. The Punjabi
variant is sweet and served with lots of fresh cream in flavours like mango, kesar, rose to name a few.

Little Boy asked, “Madam, I am a poor boy, can you
give me the job of grass cutting in your lawn?”

2.

Chaach from Haryana: Taking on from its neighbour, Haryana has its own variant of lassi which is
salted called chaach. A watery counterpart of the lassi, it is more palatable to some. Lightly flavoured
with ginger and mint, it’s famous in southern parts of the country as well. It’s a drink which is truly
diverse and unifies the country at the same time

3.

Komal from Gujarat: Komal is a gujarati drink on the lines of chaach. Spiced curd is mixed with tender,
sweet coconut milk along with green chillies, making it a perfect drink for the Gujarati summer. It has
a kick to it with the different sweet and spicy flavours coming together.

6.

Neera from Tamil Nadu: Neera is sweet, palm nectar famous in Tamil Nadu. Not to be confused with
the juice of palm, Neera extraction is done before sunrise and it becomes Toddy once it’s fermented.
It’s made by fermenting the sap of palm trees like date and coconut palms. It has a sugary taste, given
the main ingredient being palm tree sap.

With a smile on his face, the little boy replaced the receiver. The store-owner, who was listening to all this
conversation, walked over to the boy.

7.

Sattu Sharbat from Bihar: Sattuka sharbat is a popular drink in Bihar which is basically made of roasted
chickpea flour. Packed with protein, this savoury drink is a real energiser and a meal in itself.

Store Owner said, “Son… I liked your attitude; I also liked your positive spirit and would like to offer you a
job.”

8.

Buttermilk from Andhra Pradesh: Spiced buttermilk is the essential drink in Andhra, as no meal can be
complete without it. Similar to the chaas of north India, it is spiced with curry leaves, coriander, ginger
and is watery in consistency to serve basically as a replacement for water, as an accompaniment to
food.

9.

Thandai from Uttar Pradesh: With the cuisine having influences of Mughals, drinks fit for royalty –
like thandai, is famous here. It’s made with milk as the base and almonds, fennel seeds, rose petals,
cardamom, saffron, and sugar. Consumed mostly in summer, it is also had as an energy drink.

Woman (at the other end of the phone line) replied,
“Sorry, I already have someone to cut my lawn.”
Little Boy said, “Madam, I will cut your lawn for half the price of the person who cuts your lawn now.”
Woman replied, “I’m very satisfied with the person who is presently cutting my lawn. He is doing a good
job.”
Little Boy (with more perseverance) said, “Madam, I’ll even sweep your curb and your sidewalk, so on
Sunday you will have the prettiest lawn
Woman, “No, thank you.”

Boy replied, “No, thanks. I appreciate your job offer to me”
Store Owner said, “But you were really pleading for one, when you were talking to the lady over phone.”
The little boy replied, “No Sir, I was just checking my performance at the job I already have. I am the one
who is working for that lady I was talking to!’
Moral of Motivational Short Story – Self Appraisal
This is called ‘Self-Appraisal’. In fact, it’s not only Self-Appraisal, it’s “Proactive Self-Appraisal”. This
inspiring story encourages seeking proactive feedback. Always try to get feedback from others and be
ready to work constructively on that. These feedbacks help to take corrective actions before tings getting
worse.
Not only this, those feedback will boost the self-confidence when a positive remark is received regarding
the work, like happened with the little boy in the above story.
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Compiled by
Front Office Club

10. Gulab Sharbat from Rajasthan: The state of royals has drinks that are nothing short of royalty
themselves. Gulab Sharbat is favourite here for when the temperatures soar, the rose drink keeps you
cool.
11. Sol Kadi from Maharashtra: Sol Kadi is a famous drink in the Konkani regions of Maharashtra. It has
a light coconut base with a hint of kokum. It has a distinct colour and a pungent yet refreshing taste.
12. Kahwa from Kashmir: Made of aromatic Kashmiri tea leaves, green cardamom, sugar, few dried rose
petals, cinnamon stick, crushed almonds, this drink is not only tasty but keeps you warm, treats cold,
and coughs as well. It keeps your heart healthy, strengthens bones, and is rich in iron, protein.
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Compiled by
Service Club

Corporate Article from
Agromech Hotelmart
Agromech HotelMart provides the Ideal solution for commercial kitchens across
India, no matter what their size, capacity, their specialty, or where they may be
located. With such a comprehensive offering of products and services to ensure
that supreme quality at an affordable price continuesto be the way that we do their
business, they have been serving the best interests of their customers and the
general public for Over 49 years now.
When it comes to catering for the masses. Agromech is the leading name in
providing solutions for all kinds of commercial kitchens. From the humble to the
grand, they have outfitted kitchens of all shapes and sizes with unique range of
products that they source from top quality producers around India.
In a little over half a century, Agromech HotelMart has gone from catering to the
needs of the masses in Telangana & Andhra Pradesh, India, to being a supplier
of top-notch, Industrial-commercial kitchen equipment around the world. Working
closely with their suppliers, they continue to expand their line of products that they
offer to customers and clients. Keeping the people they serve at the heart of all
they do, it has been one of the instrumental factors that has afforded them such
a loyal following as far as they still-expanding base of clients is concerned. In a
constant effort to serve better, they made several efforts to offer additional perks
and facilities to their clientele, such as filling out bulk Orders on an immediate
basis, if need be. Furthermore, their commitment to “affordability” that they can
rely on has meant our commercial kitchen solutions are some of the most costeffective and lasting in the market at the moment. With such an unbeatable value
proposition on offer, they would be remiss if they didn’t leverage the advantages
that we so heartily extend to us Choose Agromech is not just as a supplier in
business, but as a standard-bearer when it comes to offering dependable brands
at affordable prices.
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LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Kotte Ajay Reddy
BHMCT I Year

LATE SMT. D.T. VENI
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Lalith Sharma
BHMCT Final Year

LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Daygala Priyanka
BHMCT II Year

WINNING
MOMENTS 2021

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Kotte Ajay Reddy
BHMCT I YR
(1st in class)

LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
BHMCT III Year
Katta Kranthi Kiran Reddy

LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Ikam Ajay Kumar
CCFPP

WINNING
MOMENTS 2021

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Mukkera Suresh
F&B Service
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SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Hyder Khan
BHMCT I YR
(2nd in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Daygala Priyanka
BHMCT II YR
(1st in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Vimal Thakur
BHMCT II YR
(2nd in class)

VENI RAO FOUNDATION 2021
Kota Samyukta
Final Year
THE MANOHAR TROPHY
SPONSORED BY HOTEL THE MANOHAR
Mukkera Suresh
Final Year

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
B.Venkata Ganesh
Housekeeping

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Kubireddy Sraya Sree
Front Office

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Austin Alex
Food Production

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Shrige Mahith Kumar
BHMCT III YR
(2nd in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Katta Kranthi Kiran Reddy
BHMCT III YR
(1st in class)
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LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Sameer Khan
BHMCT I Year

LATE SMT. D.T. VENI
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Daygala Priyanka
BHMCT III Year

LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Advala Vinay
BHMCT II Year

WINNING
MOMENTS 2022

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Sameer Khan
BHMCT I YR
(1st in class)

LATE SRI D. APPA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
M. Bala Sai Kiran Reddy
BHMCT III Year

VENI RAO FOUNDATION 2021
Buddhi Adarsh Datta Yadav
Final Year

WINNING
MOMENTS 2022

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Mohammad Shoaib
F&B Service
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SHAKTI CASH AWARD
D. Spandan Reddy
BHMCT I YR
(2nd in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Advala Vinay
BHMCT II YR
(1st in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Meheal Jacob
BHMCT II YR
(2nd in class)

SRI RANGA RAO
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Burra Alekhya
Final Year
THE MANOHAR TROPHY
SPONSORED BY HOTEL THE MANOHAR
Uppula Karthik
Final Year

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Nalluri Sai Teja
Housekeeping

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Vamshi Krishna
Front Office

CHENNURU ARUN
MEMORIAL MEDAL
Advala Vinay
Food Production

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
Mukkera Suresh
BHMCT III YR
(2nd in class)

SHAKTI CASH AWARD
M. Bala Sai Kiran Reddy
BHMCT III YR
(1st in class)
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Yathapu Consulting Pvt Ltd

Placed Over
21500+ Students
A/C

USA

CAN

UK

IRE

FRA

AUS

Banquet Halls
CA PAC I TY - 2 5 PAX to 1 0 0 0 PAX

Online Training

TEST PREP

GRE | IELTS | PTE | DET | SAT
88866 76612

ADMISSION & VISA EXPERTS
88866 58004

Pearl Palace | Palm Grove | Kohinoor

Lawn Parties

Offices at

We undertake all types of
Outdoor Catering & Party Orders

HYDERABAD Vidya Nagar, Ameerpet, A S Rao Nagar
L B Nagar, KPHB, Himayatnagar

WARANGAL | VIJAYAWADA | VISAKHAPATNAM

Multi-Cuisine Restaurant
TAKE AWAY & DINE-IN
(Lunch & Dinner at Affordable Prices)

WE D D I N G S & R E C E PT I O N S | B I RT H DAY PA RT I E S | CO R P O R AT E EVE N T S
K I T TY PA RT I E S | G E T-TO G E T H E R S | P O O L- S I D E PA RT I E S

Admission
Counseling

University
Selection

Application
Processing
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VISA
Guidance

A DJ. TO O L D A I R P O RT EXI T R OA D, B E G U M PE T, H YD E R A B A D - 5 0 0 0 1 6

CO N TACT: 924 6 2 2 8 3 6 7

\ 924 6 8 8 9 9 8 6

